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DYNCAT
DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION ADJUSTMENT IN THE TMA

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 893568 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
DYNCAT aims at enabling more environmentally friendly and more predictable flight profiles in the
Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA), namely on approach, by supporting the pilots in configuration
management. Approach operations at busy airports are louder and less fuel efficient than they could
be. One way to remedy this situation is to assist pilots to better handle the current restrictions and
constraints as well as weather conditions. Success hinges on the pilots’ skills and their access to
important information like the optimised flaps sequence. The DYNCAT project will set a course for
more environmentally friendly and more predictable flight profiles in the terminal manoeuvring area,
or TMA. It will support pilots in their energy management during the arrival phase. By analysing the
mismatch of aircraft and air traffic control procedures, it will propose improvements to on-board and
ground operations. This includes the identification of the possible need of regulatory changes for ATM.
The project will also assess their ecological and economical potential.
This document’s main objective is to detail the results of the DYNCAT prototype evaluation. It
contributes to the project main goals that are to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the solution
and to evaluate the benefits of the concept during the piloted Real-Time Simulation exercise. It also
supports the identification of the rooms for improvements for the next steps of the project.
This validation report reminds the global process applied to validate the solution, from the high-level
strategy to the detailed scenarios. The solution under test results from the implementation of the
requirements from the Preliminary System High-Level Specification (Deliverable D3.1 [3]) into the
Flight Management System (FMS) and the Cockpit Display System (CDS). The key technical items
specified were extracted from the Initial Operational Concept Document (Deliverable D2.4 [2]) to
illustrate and validate the DYNCAT concept. This document also presents the deviations with respect
to the initial Implementation Validation Plan (Deliverable D3.2 [4]).
It also presents the results analysis from the experimental session, with some suggestions for possible
improvements or points to further develop, taking into account the feedbacks from all the participants.
This document assesses the validation objectives from the initial Implementation Validation Plan
(deliverable D3.2 [4]) and the operational acceptability of such a solution, with a focus on some
particular technical points, such as the flights predictability and the use of different kind of ATC
indications to adjust the on-board trajectory.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
DYNCAT aims to improve the situation in the TMA related to noise exposure and fuel consumption.
Part of the Work Package 4 that in overall aims at quantifying these environmental benefits provided
by such a solution, the present document provides the solution validation analysis. This Prototype
Validation Report is a result of the task T04.01 (Real-Time Simulation) and is based on the previously
delivered Implementation Validation Plan (Deliverable D3.2 [4]). Obviously, the Initial Operational
Concept Document (Deliverable D2.4 [2]) and the Preliminary System High-Level Specification
(Deliverable D3.1 [3]) for the prototypical Flight Management System and Cockpit Display System
functionalities are also inputs for this document.
The prototype and integration of the DYNCAT capability have been validated through human-in-theloop Real-Time Simulation organised on the THALES AVS test bench in Toulouse, with in-service pilots
from different airlines. This validation exercise was performed in close feedback with the experimental
implementation task (T03.02) and the system definition task (T03.01).
This document will be an input for the WP5 “Recommendations and Way Forward”, and more
specifically to the Deliverable D5.1 entitled “Advanced Continuous Descent Operations –
Recommendations and Roadmap”. It will also be the basis for the “Final System High-Level
Specification” (Deliverable D3.4), and the “Final Operational Concept Document” (Deliverable D2.5).
In a more informal way, it will also be used as a support for the dissemination phase.

1.2 Purpose and Structure of the Document
The purpose of this document is to describe the content of the DYNCAT validation phase, from the
high-level strategy to the final results analysis. The main objectives are to present the pilots’
perspective of the new operational concept, to assess the operational acceptability and feasibility and
to present a qualitative evaluation of the benefits and improvements in terms of flight predictability
and situational awareness. It also supports the identification of the potential improvements of the
DYNCAT solution.
First, this validation report reminds the validation context through the presentation of the global
strategy, the solution and system under test, and the validations and simulation means that have been
involved in the Real-Time Simulation sessions. It also presents the final validation plan including the
deviations from the initial one and the refined scenarios. The debriefing questions asked to the pilots
and their feedbacks are also part of this document.
Then, it presents the validation results, starting from the quality, limitation and significance of these
results to provide a clear level of confidence in the experimentation. The detailed analysis of the
validation results provides a status for each validation objective with respect to the associated success
criteria, in accordance with the Implementation Validation Plan (Deliverable D3.2 [4]).
Finally, this document provides a global assessment of the solution, specifically of its operational
feasibility and acceptability, with a focus on some particular technical points, such as the flights’
predictability and the use of different kind of ATC indications to adjust the FMS trajectory on-board.
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1.3 Acronyms
The following table contains a list of acronyms used in this report.

Acronym

Meaning

AAL

Above Airport Level

AGL

Above Ground Level

AMAN

Arrival Manager

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

AP

Auto-Pilot

APPR

Approach

ARPT

Airport

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCO

Air Traffic Control Operator

ATM

Air Traffic Management

CDA

Continuous Descent & Approach

CDS

Cockpit Display System

CPDLC

Controller Pilot Data Link Communications

CSTR

Constraint

D<no.>

Deliverable <no.>

DECEL

Deceleration pseudo-waypoint (FMS transition from descent to approach phase)

DME

Distance Measuring Equipment

DTG

Distance to Go

ER

Exploratory Research

EUROCAE

EURopean Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment

FAF

Final Approach Fix

FCU

Flight Control Unit

FGC

Flight Guidance Computer

FL

Flight Level

FMS

Flight Management System

FPLN

Flight Plan

FT

Feet

H2020

Horizon 2020

HDG

Heading

HMI

Human Machine Interface

IMB

Integrated Modular Bench
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Acronym

Meaning

ITA

Indicated Time of Arrival

KCCU

Keyboard Cursor Control Unit

LG

Landing Gear

LOC

Localiser

LS

Landing System

MFD

Multi-Functions Display

NAV

Navigation

ND

Navigation Display

NM

Nautical Miles

ODTL

Optimum Distance To Land

OFP

Operational Flight Plan

PFD

Primary Flight Display

PRT

Permanent Resume Trajectory

RTS

Real Time Simulation

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SPD BRK

Speed Brakes

STAR

Standard Terminal Arrival Route

T<no.>

Task <no.>

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

TOD

Top Of Descent

VDEV

Vertical Deviation

VFE

Maximum flaps extension speed

VOR

VHF Omnidirectional Range

V/S

Vertical Speed

VSIB

Virtual Simulation Integration Bench

WP

Work Package

WPT

Waypoint
Table 1: Acronyms used in this report
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2 Validation context
2.1 Global strategy
The validation activity started with the flight records analysis (WP2) and will end with the RTS analysis
and benefits evaluation (WP4). The general idea was to benefit from the experience acquired thanks
to the operational data analysis in order to set-up some Real-Time Simulation exercises based on
realistic operational scenarios.
One objective is to formally cover and verify the implementation described in Deliverable D3.3 ([5]) of
all the requirements defined in the Preliminary High-Level System Specification (Deliverable D3.1 [3]),
as described in the Implementation Validation Plan (Deliverable D3.2 [4]). Each requirement is linked
to one or more validation objectives, each validation objective being associated to a unique success
criterion that shall be verified by the validation scenario.

Figure 1: Global validation strategy

The simulation validation campaign has been located in the Zurich area, which is consistent with the
background of the actors involved in the project, in addition to the fact that it permitted a direct link
with the real flights and operational situations previously analysed in the Deliverable D2.3 [1].
As a reminder, the flight data collection includes the aircraft data itself, but also the meteorological
ones, the Air Traffic Control (ATC) instructions, the radar data and the acoustical measurements. It
really supported the definition of the DYNCAT concept demonstration and the selection of the most
relevant scenarios for this validation phase.
Thus, the use cases have been chosen in order to be representative of the operations on the one hand,
and to illustrate the DYNCAT sub-capabilities on the other hand.
The produced results permit to characterise DYNCAT operations’ benefits and to identify the most
valuable items that deserve to be further developed in the future Industrial Research phase, including
the required evolutions of the initial concept definition.
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2.2 Validation means
Cockpit simulation
The Thales research test bench in Toulouse supported the cockpit simulation and the evaluation of the
DYNCAT prototype in March 2022 with in-service pilots.

Figure 2: Cockpit simulation bench (with focus on CDS and FCU)

This research test bench is a Virtual Simulation Integration Bench (VSIB) with a hybrid configuration.
Its customisation is adapted to the rapid prototyping phase, meaning that new FMS or CDS versions
can be deployed quickly to ease the continuity between the specification and the early validation steps.
The infrastructure is based on EUROCAE Vistas Standard ([7]) to simulate communications between
the systems.
The bench is modular and includes some real equipment such as an A320 FCU (Flight Control Unit) or
an A350 KCCU (Keyboard Cursor Control Unit), and some simulated items (real software run on
computers) such as the Thales FMS PureFlyt™ or the A321 FGC (Flight Guidance Computer).
This bench allows to put the pilots in a familiar environment and thus to get more realistic behaviours.
All the required and classical flight control devices are available to evaluate the energy management
in the arrival phase (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3: Flight Controls devices required for DYNCAT RTS
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Moreover, still for validation and RTS purpose, the FMS Open Capacity has been deployed on the test
bench in order to benefit from the FMS PureFlyt™ connectivity. The Open Capacity is a future capability
that is concomitant with the introduction of the “open world” in the cockpit. This offers to the aircraft
external systems or applications to get some FMS data (aircraft vector, navigation database
information, computed trajectory and predictions), or even to provide data to the avionics (flight plans
for instance). During the RTS, this capacity was used as a tool to quickly initialise the flight plan and
some associated parameters, in order to save time on the bench, to increase the number of flights per
day and to keep the focus on the experimentation.
In order to limit the complexity of the bench and prototyping, and because it was consistent with the
functional evolutions brought by DYNCAT, the RTS was configured with a mono FMGC (Flight
Management and Guidance Computer), meaning that there was neither FMS2 nor AP2. The
workaround was to use the “Both on 1” mode to display the FMS1 on both MFDs.
There were also some non-impacting limitations on the Cockpit Display System. Indeed, to limit the
integration costs, the new CDS was not linked to the FCU CSTR, WPT, ARPT or VOR/DME functions for
instance but only to the display mode and range that were essential. In addition, it did not display any
Flight Path Vector of Flight Directors bars. Also, the deviation scales were only available when modes
were armed (i.e. when APPR push button was on, but not upon pushing on LS button only as it should
be the case).

Ground simulation
The ground simulation was a very simple one, with only one screen which showed a map with a
dynamic aircraft mock-up and some check points reminding the lateral and vertical instructions to be
given to the aircraft by the controllers involved. The objective was to be able to reproduce the exact
same trajectory for each flight, in order to be able to perform some reliable comparisons at the end.

Figure 4: ATCO simulation HMI

During the evaluations, the communications between the controllers and the pilots were only voice
communications, with a theoretical and predefined flight scenario inspired by the real flight data.
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Available records
Three different kind of records were performed for all the simulated flights, with and without DYNCAT:
- Record of the FMS parameters
- Record of the simulation data
- Video record of the Cockpit Display System
The TOCATA™ engineering tool, allowing to record the FMS parameters, has been adapted to record
information specific to the FMS DYNCAT prototype content, specifically regarding the flaps and landing
gears settings.

Figure 5: Sample TOCATA record of the FMS altitude profiles parameter

Figure 6: Sample TOCATA record of the FMS speed profiles parameter

Figure 7: Sample TOCATA record of the FMS fuel on-board parameter

The complete FMS data set was recorded every three seconds during each simulation, enabling a
further detailed analysis of the DYNCAT prototype.
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The record of the VSIB simulation enables to record any signal that transits the IMB (Integrated
Modular Bench), which is the heart of the simulation. It permits to record the AP signals, the
environment parameters, etc. in addition to the FMS ones. Each parameter was recorded every 500
milliseconds and this records will be used for fuel and noise analysis.

Figure 8: IMB record of the aircraft altitude profile, with flaps, LG and SPD BRK indications

Figure 9: IMB record of the aircraft speed/thrust profiles, with flaps, LG and SPD BRK indications
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The third and last record was the video recording of the CDS (PFD/ND), the engine parameters and the
MFD screens, continuously during each simulated flight, enabling to correlate pilot actions and
behaviours and to replay each flight on the bench itself during the debriefing when needed.

Figure 10: Bench video records(from top to bottom: PFD/ND, MFD1/MFD2, Engine parameters)
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2.3 Solution and system under test
As reminded before, the DYNCAT solution under test includes various sub-capabilities (cf. Deliverable
D3.3 [5]). The different novelties are the following:

Figure 11: DYNCAT prototype novelties

✓ Adjustable Permanent Resume Trajectory (PRT):
The PRT is the basis of the DYNCAT optimisation as it permits to define a lateral path to the
destination consistent with the controller intent through the insertion of a distance or a time
indication.
✓ Vector trajectory:
The vector trajectory helps the pilot to visualise the open path he/she will fly in heading mode,
including the turn transition in front of the aircraft.
✓ Optimised Continuous Descent and Approach (CDA):
The CDA optimised profile is the best compromise for fuel and noise that matches with the
airlines’ Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).
✓ Permanent Vertical deviation symbol:
The vertical deviation symbol is a dot displayed on the PFD altitude scale that represents the
vertical reference profile current altitude. Thanks to the PRT and CDA, it becomes available at
any time, even in full selected mode, as an altitude reference profile is permanently available.
✓ Dynamic flaps sequence and pseudo-waypoints:
The dynamic flaps sequence (that includes the landing gear information) is the heart of the
DYNCAT concept. It supports the configuration management, and more generally the energy
management task. It provides the best moment to extend the configuration with the
associated energy condition through a dedicated status, based on regularly updated
predictions. It thus makes the full CDA reference profile dynamic.
✓ Optimised Distance To Go and Margin:
The optimised distance to go provides the track miles that would be optimal for both fuel and
noise. The associated margin is the difference between this OPT DTG and the PRT length, and
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gives the information of the energy situation of the aircraft with a status that indicates
whether an additional pilot action is required or not to be stabilised at 1000 ft AAL.
✓ Extend/Retract speed brakes message:
The extend speed brakes message has been expanded to the vertical selected modes, and pops
up as the last line of defence to be in the right energy conditions for starting the approach
deceleration. When coming back on the CDA reference profile, the retract speed brakes
message informs the pilot that the speed brakes are no longer needed.
✓ DYNCAT factor:
The DYNCAT factor is the way to adjust the performance model, and more specifically it
permits to tune the Flight Management System theoretical deceleration capability in final
approach in order to match the real (or simulated) aircraft performance. The default value has
been set to 1.4, meaning it virtually increases the theoretical deceleration of the aircraft by
40% along the considered segments in the Flight Management System predictions. It is
mandatory to correctly predict the deceleration in order not to be stabilised too late or too
early but at 1000 ft AAL.
All the previously described items were implemented in both the Flight Management System and the
Cockpit Display System. Nevertheless, the only product and system under test is the Flight
Management System, any other modifications made to support the FMS validation, including the CDS
evolutions are not part of the validation. Indeed, the CDS will “only” be considered as the way to
provide the pilots with the information computed by the FMS and required to support the energy
management task.
The objective here is not to validate the way the information is presented into the cockpit, but to
validate that the data computed by the Flight Management System and provided to the pilots enable
more environmentally friendly flight profiles. The objective is to demonstrate that the FMS outputs
are sufficient and relevant to alleviate the pilot workload and permit to fly an optimum path compared
to today’s operations, thus providing fuel and noise benefits. However, in order to prepare the next
phase of the project, the pilots were asked about their feelings about graphic code and symbology
used to display the information into the cockpit.

Figure 12: PureFlyt™ FMS software associated HMI used for the RTS
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2.4 Participants roles and briefing
Pilot role
The pilots involved in the evaluations were asked to fly, navigate and communicate as usual, with the
objective to be fully stabilised at 1000 ft AAL, being at speed and thrust, with flaps FULL for landing.
They discovered the ATC instructions on time during the different flight subcases.

Figure 13: Approach stabilisation objective illustration at 1000 ft AAL

In addition, each pilot had received a one hour briefing only and a “user guide” document to be able
to fly with the DYNCAT function. They had the opportunity to familiarise themselves with the test
bench controls and displays before the start of the actual experiments.
The pilots were informed that the FMS adjusts the PRT length automatically when they enter the DTG
indication received from the ATCO into the system. In order to simplify the implementation, the flight
number (callsign) existing input was diverted from its original use to enter this data item.

Figure 14: Pilot briefing for use of Distance-To-Go (DTG)
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The pilots were also informed that the FMS adjusts the PRT length automatically when they enter the
ITA indication received from the ATCO into the system. In order to simplify the implementation, the
Required Time of Arrival (RTA) existing input was diverted from its original use to enter this data item.

Figure 15: Pilot briefing for use of Indication Time of Arrival (ITA)

Regarding the management of the vertical profile in selected mode, the pilots were informed about
the AP modes to be used during the descent, the way to consider the extend speed brakes message
(i.e. as the last line of defence) and the way to use the new V/S pseudo waypoint. Concretely, they
were asked to fly the Descent phase in Open mode, to extend the speed brakes at their discretion, but
at least when the system required it, and to switch to V/S mode for the Approach phase, when
sequencing the corresponding pseudo waypoint.

Figure 16: Pilot briefing for management of vertical profile
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To support the energy management, the pilots were informed that the Optimum Distance-To-Go
computed by the FMS was the best compromise for fuel and noise, and that the associated margin
becomes negative in case of over-energy compared to this profile. Once negative, this margin would
be green when the FMS is able to find a strategy to be stabilised at 1000 ft AAL, but would be amber
otherwise. In that case, a pilot action is needed to dissipate more energy than the FMS computation
strategy is able to do. This might be the landing gear anticipation or the full speed brakes use. Indeed,
these FMS limitations come from the performance database that does not permit to integrate these
energy management strategies. Another solution would be to ask the ATCO for more track miles before
landing.

Figure 17: Pilot briefing for use of Optimised Distance-To-Go (OPT DTG) and associated Margin

Finally, the pilots were trained on the flaps sequence and the signification of each flaps pseudowaypoint status. The FMS computes and adjust the flaps sequence according to the current energy
state. Flaps 1 and 2 pseudo-waypoints are separated whereas Gear Down/Flaps 3/Flaps Full are
grouped because of the drag data limitation within the performance database.

Figure 18: Pilot briefing for use of Flaps cues
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As for the OPT DTG margin, a status is provided for the pilot to be aware of the FMS underlying
assumptions. While black and green status permits to distinguish a smooth and an aggressive
sequence, the amber status informs the pilot that the configuration will not be extendable when
sequencing the point because of an over-energy situation. Thus, in this last case, full speed brakes,
landing gear anticipation or delayed flaps extension are required to come back to a viable situation.
Finally, the pilots were reminded that the objective of the RTS was to evaluate a green energy
management assistance system with regards to fuel consumption, noise footprint, and stabilisation
criteria. This might have introduced a bias as some pilots might have consciously or unconsciously
decided to compete with the system with the underlying idea to prove that a system is not as good as
a pilot, by not being as conservative for the reference flight as they might be in real operations with
more than a hundred passengers on-board, and a real risk of go-around.

ATCO role
For each flight, a unique controller provided the pilot with the ATC lateral and vertical instructions.
As explained in the chapter 2.2.2, a dedicated interface indicated the aircraft and the ATC instructions
geographical locations on a two-dimension map during the flight. The communications between the
controllers and the pilots were only voice communications, with a theoretical and predefined flight
scenario that was explained to the controllers involved before the evaluations.

2.5 Validation plan
This part reminds the initial Validation Plan from the Deliverable D3.2 ([4]) and explains why some
deviations have been decided from this plan.

Initial Validation Plan summary
This sub-chapter does not aim to repeat all the content of the D3.2 but just to give the overview of the
previous plan as a reminder. Initially, it was planned to perform some scenario in HDG mode and some
other in NAV mode to cover the two main AP possibilities. In addition, a scenario where a clearance
on the PRT was given to the aircraft was also planned to fly in full managed modes.

Table 2: Initial Validation Plan

This plan included eight different scenarios that were supposed to end with the same lateral path in
order to permit some reliable comparisons between all flights, and to end-up with some conclusions
on the AP mode and ATC practices.
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Figure 19: Initial Validation Plan vs Expected Benefits

However, some of the scenarios were planned only internally at Thales in order to focus only on the
three most important ones during the RTS.

Deviations with respect to the initial Validation Plan
The initial plan was quite ambitious and would have required too many preparations as each scenario
implies many preliminary activities on the bench before the real flight with the pilots (even with Thales
internal pilots) to make sure that everything is under control.
In addition, the refinement of the scenario as explained in the next chapter 2.6 prevented from running
any comparison between the radar vectoring and the DIRECT TO scenarios. Indeed, to be realistic, the
radar vectoring scenario in Zurich included four different lateral instructions that could not be
reproduced by a simple DIRECT.
All these elements led to simplify the initial plan and to keep only three different scenarios that were
already the ones targeted for the RTS session. The final plan is given in the following table.

Table 3: Final Validation Plan

This new plan was much more realistic and enabled putting the focus on the radar vectoring use cases
that represents the vast majority of the flights in Zurich (cf. Figure 21).
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Figure 20: Final Validation Plan vs Expected Benefits

Typical evaluation day planning
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic that prevented some initially planned pilots to participate to the event,
ten airline pilots and one controller were available and participated to the one-week RTS session in
Thales AVS in Toulouse, thanks to Skylab high reactivity and large network. The typical planning of each
evaluation day was the following, with two pilots per day during 5 days from March 21st to March 25th,
2022.
o
▪
▪

09h00 (0h30) : Welcome coffee / roundtable
09h30 (1h00) : Free flight for test bench familiarization
o

▪
▪
▪
▪

Batch of reference flights (2h)
10h30 (0h30)
11h00 (0h30)
11h30 (0h30)
12h00 (0h30)

o
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-001 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.1
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-001 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.2
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-001 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.1
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-001 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.2

Batch of DYNCAT flights (2h30)
14h00 (0h30)
14h30 (0h30)
15h00 (0h30)
15h30 (0h30)
16h00 (0h30)

o
▪
▪
▪

Welcome session (1h30)

: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-002 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.1
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-002 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.2
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-002 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.1
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-002 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Pilot X.2
: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VAPL-003 (00h20 of flight + 00h10 of debriefing) ➔ Both

Closing session (1h30)
16h30 (0h15) : Coffee break
16h45 (0h45) : Day debriefing
17h30
: End of the day

2.6 Validation exercises and scenarios
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Taking advantage of the flights data records, the operational scenario retained for the RTS session was
picked-up among the real flight data with very few adaptations when necessary in order to comply
with the validation objectives. The scenario has been chosen in order to be representative of the
operations, among a cluster that represents around 97% of the flights in Zurich that received at least
one lateral instruction.

Figure 21: Retained focus from real flight clustering

This choice of a scenario with a lateral instruction is even more interesting as it prevents the use of
vertical managed mode that is not available in lateral selected mode.
Among the cluster, a subset of approximately 50 flights with a similar lateral path have been extracted
(cf. Figure 22). All these flights include a shortcut compared to the Operational Flight Plan that is based
on the published procedure, with the shortcut leading to an over-energy situation. It is precisely in
these cases that a great dispersion has been observed in the pilots’ practices to absorb the overenergy. The intent is to prove that DYNCAT will help to generalise the good practices by ensuring a safe
and efficient flight.

Figure 22: Real flights selected sample for RTS (credit: Google Earth)
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In order to initialise the FMS and the simulation, a full Operational Flight Plan (OFP) has been set up as
described on the following figure.

Figure 23: Operational Flight Plan and Meteorological data for RTS

The meteorological conditions retained come from the analysis of Zurich classical weather conditions
(see Deliverable D4.2 [6] for more information). No gap has been introduced between the FMS and
the simulation, meaning that the FMS predictions have a perfect knowledge of the aircraft
environment, which might not be the case in the real life, but will enable to draw a conclusion more
easily without any wind or temperature disturbance.
The following figure illustrates the portion of the flight plan used for the RTS during which the aircraft
was initialised in flight just before RAVED waypoint, in order to keep the focus on the arrival phase, to
save time, and once again to enable the comparison between all the flights results (by ensuring the
same altitude/speed/weight conditions at the starting point).

Figure 24: Focus on OFP arrival phase (STAR and Approach)
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Along this same flight plan, two slightly different subcases where defined with the objective to
minimise the pilot learning effect from one scenario to another.
Thus, each subcase is valid for both the EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-001 and the EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-002.
The two subcases are described on the next figures with the exact phraseology used by the ATCO.

Figure 25: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-001/002, subcase #1

Figure 26: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-001/002, subcase #2
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The EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-003 is also slightly different as the information transmitted by the ATCO is a
time and no more a distance. It is illustrated by the figure here below.

Figure 27: EX-SC-DYNCAT-VALP-003

2.7 Pilots questionnaire
Principle and objectives
After each day of evaluation, each pilot filled a questionnaire with the objective to collect as many
feedbacks as possible from their DYNCAT experience. The purpose was also to progress from the
existing prototype evaluation.
Each pilot was able to fill the questionnaire electronically or on paper according to his/her preference.
All questionnaires were processed anonymously through a unique random number only known by the
concerned pilot.
The first part of the questionnaire aims to collect some statistical information about each pilot to
better understand and interpret the feedbacks when needed (e.g. experience, knowledge of Zurich
area, theoretical background, etc.).
Then, some multiple-choice and open questions were proposed as detailed in the next section, about
the test environment, the overall concept, the guidance and flaps/speed brakes indications, the
workload and situational awareness, the expected benefits, the further possible automation and the
interface between the ground and the airborne segments.
For each multiple choice question, “1” means “agree completely” whereas “5” means “do not agree
at all” (cf. Figure 36). It can be noted that for some questions, “1” and for others “5” is the best possible
answer.
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In addition to that, the pilots were also asked about the changes to the global concept that seem
desirable to them, and encouraged to provide free notes and comments all along the questionnaire.

Content details
Test Environment
2.7.2.1.1 Multiple-choice questions
Three questions were dedicated to the test environment as presented in the following figure.

Figure 28: Multiple-choice questions related to the test environment

2.7.2.1.2 Open questions
For each previous multiple-choice question, the pilots were invited to comment on limitations and
possible improvements.
There was also a general question about the organisation of the tests: what went well, what could
have been better?

Overall concept
2.7.2.2.1 Multiple-choice questions
Six questions were dedicated to the overall concept as presented in the following figure.

Figure 29: Multiple-choice questions related to the overall concept
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2.7.2.2.2 Open questions
In addition to the multiple-choice questions, the pilots were asked about the information (e.g.
depiction of flaps setting, last gate for deceleration warning), that would be necessary or superfluous,
and where should the pieces of information be instead. They were also asked about which visual cues
could be replaced (e.g. by callouts).
They were also invited to comment if they would you prefer to use another vertical mode than V/S in
approach phase for deceleration for G/S capture, or if this mode fit their usual practices.
Finally, they were asked about the changes to the display and overall concept that seem desirable to
them.

Guidance Indications
2.7.2.3.1 Multiple-choice questions
Eleven questions were dedicated to the guidance indications as presented in the following figure.

Figure 30: Multiple-choice questions related to the guidance indications

2.7.2.3.2 Open questions
In addition, they were invited to propose some improvements of the indications, including the
arrangement of data.

Configuration Change Cues
Six multiple-choice questions were dedicated to the configuration change cues as presented in the
following figure, without any open question.
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Figure 31: Multiple-choice questions related to the configuration change cues

Workload and Situational Awareness
2.7.2.5.1 Multiple-choice questions
Eight multiple-choice questions were dedicated to the workload and situational awareness as
presented in the following figure.

Figure 32: Multiple-choice questions related to the workload and situational awareness

2.7.2.5.2 Open questions
In addition, the pilots were asked about the way to further reduce the workload, and more specifically
about the tasks that could be delegated to automatic systems.

Expected benefits
Eight multiple-choice questions were dedicated to the expected benefits as presented in the following
figure, without any open question.
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Figure 33: Multiple-choice questions related to the benefits

Interface between Aircraft and ATC
2.7.2.7.1 Multiple-choice questions
Seven multiple-choice questions were dedicated to the interface between aircraft and ATC as
presented in the following figure.

Figure 34: Multiple-choice questions related to the interface between aircraft and ATC

2.7.2.7.2 Open questions
In addition, the pilots were invited to provide their own suggestions for improving the aircraft-ATC
interface.
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Hypothetical automated systems
2.7.2.8.1 Multiple-choice questions
Six multiple-choice questions were dedicated to possible further automation to bring even more
benefits as presented in the following figure.

Figure 35: Multiple-choice questions related to the hypothetical automated systems

2.7.2.8.2 Open questions
In addition, the pilots were invited to provide their feelings about automated configuration
management during approach.
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3 Validation results
This chapter presents the analysis of the validation results. It starts with an evaluation of the trust that
can be placed in the results before detailing the assessment of each validation objective defined in the
Implementation Validation Plan (Deliverable D3.2 [4]). It ends with a global assessment of DYNCAT
solution, about the operational and technical feasibility, the flights predictability improvements and a
qualitative analysis of the expected benefits.
Some plots reflecting the pilot’s answers to the questionnaire will be included (cf. Pilots questionnaire);
the next figure provides the legend for these plots.

Figure 36: Plot legend

3.1 Confidence in the validation results
Quality of the validation results
The test bench used for the experimentation combines real systems with simulated ones from a real
industrial environment, so it provides relevant results to demonstrate the validation objectives under
assessment. Moreover, the DYNCAT solution has been prototyped directly in a real FMS PureFlyt™
industrial software, so it is as relevant as required for the analysis.
Regarding the scenario, it is directly derived from real flights, so it can be considered as a very
operational reference for the test. However, it should be kept in mind that using a single scenario on
a single airport might introduce a bias in both quantitative and qualitative analyses so it might be
carefully considered before drawing any conclusions.

Figure 37: Lateral path dispersion(magenta = FPLN, green = simulation, credit: Google Earth)
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The reproducibility of the scenario is an important indicator or the quality of the results, and it can be
considered as very reliable even if some minor variations are observed (cf. Figure 37). These small
variations are of course partly due to the reaction times of the humans involved in the
experimentation, both pilots and controllers. Indeed, the ATCO may not provide the individual
instructions at exactly the same time for each flight, and each pilot may not apply the instruction with
the exact same reactivity but this is real life and it does not penalise the analysis.
An interesting point comes with a look at the DYNCAT flights compared to the reference flights, in the
“multiple heading area”. A larger dispersion is observed for the flights without DYNCAT. This is due to
the fact that the speed profile, and in particular the DECEL point location, is much more repetitive and
stable with the DYNCAT function than without. As a reminder, the turn radius of the aircraft directly
varies with the aircraft ground speed. Thus, the comparison of the vertical results remains very
relevant.

Figure 38: Path dispersion in the “multiple heading area”(red = reference, green = DYNCAT)

In addition, the pilots were asked about their assessments of the test environment (cf. Test
Environment) and their feedbacks confirmed the quality of the validation results for such an
Exploratory Research phase.
They globally considered that the scenarios are representative of approach operations at Zurich airport
as presented in the next figure.

Figure 39: Scenarios representativeness vs Zurich approaches(cf. Plot legend)
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They also globally considered that the simulation bench hardware and software (input devices,
displays, accuracy of aircraft model, etc.) are sufficiently representative of the real aircraft.

Figure 40: Simulation representativeness(cf. Plot legend)

They finally considered that the conduction of the experiment (briefing, ATC communication, crew
resource management, etc.) is sufficiently representative of real operations.

Figure 41: Experiment representativeness(cf. Plot legend)

Limitation of the validation results
Before the experimentation, some limitations were known, presented to the pilots, and considered as
non-impacting for the analysis. However, during the experimentation, one new limitation was
discovered. Unfortunately, this required to remove half of the results for the quantitative analysis.
During the RTS, the deceleration in approach were performed in managed speed, while the speed
target change was linked to the actual flaps position instead of being linked to the flaps lever position.
It might have led to some engines spool-up upon configuration changes in certain flights until day #2
of the RTS session. This impacted both the noise emissions and the fuel consumption, and might have
conducted to underestimate the benefits of DYNCAT solution.
Then, for days #3/4/5 of the RTS, a workaround was set up with the pilots (cf. Figure 42): selected
speed was used to simulate the correct managed speed behaviour and avoid the engines spool-up
upon configuration changes.
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Figure 42: Speed target manual setting, workaround illustration

In addition, it was decided to remove all the results before RTS day #3 from the quantitative analysis
in order to work on a consistent dataset which is mandatory from a scientific point of view.
Nevertheless, even though it left only 24 trajectories (12 reference and 12 DYNCAT with 6 pilots in the
loop) for this analysis, all the qualitative analysis and pilot’s feedbacks from the previous flights remain
valid and will be considered in the DYNCAT concept evaluation.

Significance of the validation results
Even if a single scenario was used with a single aircraft in order to comply with the project budget and
constraints, it is important to keep in mind that the overall idea of DYNCAT is not limited to an A321
FMS function flying a specific approach in Zurich but that the potential environmental improvements
within today’s ATM operation are very generic.
Different aircraft types have different procedures for flaps sequencing (e.g. different number or names
for flap positions, possibly different methods for choosing the landing configuration, definitely
different maximum speeds for the individual flap positions). However, the DYNCAT concept is not
aircraft dependent: DTG transmission, PRT, the backwards calculation for the approach, the “smooth”
and “aggressive” strategies, the display of pseudo-waypoints, etc. are all transposable capabilities in
other context with other aircraft, in other TMAs. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that the general
DYNCAT solution is not aircraft dependent even if the current document describes a validation phase
performed on the A320 aircraft family with a PureFlyt™ FMS, and that it could perfectly be applied to
other aircraft types. The new capability aims to be generic and thus might be carried on different kind
of aircraft, on which different interfaces might be used according to each aircraft specificities,
manufacturer wishes, habits and thus, Cockpit Display System specification, etc.
It can also be noted that a Real-Time Simulation has been preferred to a Fast-Time Simulation in order
to have a much better confidence on the concept evaluation from the human perspective, which was
the most important point at this stage of such an Exploratory Research project.
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3.2 Validation objectives assessment
Energy management facilitation through dynamic sequence
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-001

Title

Energy management facilitation through dynamic sequence

Objective

Assess the operational facilitation of energy management in approach
through the dynamic configuration pseudo-waypoints position proposed.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-001

Success criteria
description

The pilots consider that the display of a dynamic sequence facilitates the
energy management in approach to ensure stabilisation at 1000Ft AGL.

Success criteria status



Table 4: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-001

Analysis and conclusion
The answers to the questionnaire are clear and show that the pilots consider that the DYNCAT solution
and particularly the display of a dynamic sequence facilitates the energy management in approach to
ensure stabilisation at 1000 ft AAL. 70% of the pilots involved totally agree with the fact that DYNCAT
helps to optimise energy management and the other 30% agree.

Figure 43: Help to optimise energy management(cf. Plot legend)

In addition, the pilots mostly think that DYNCAT improves the situational awareness.

Figure 44: Help to improve situational awareness(cf. Plot legend)
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Finally, they also largely confirmed that the solution helps to achieve a stabilised approach.

Figure 45: Help to achieve stable approaches(cf. Plot legend)

Sequence display simplification relevance
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-002

Title

Sequence display simplification relevance

Objective

Assess the relevance of grouping "3", "F" and Landing Gear.

Success criteria ID
Success criteria
description

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-002 Success criteria status
Partially achieved
Grouping "3", "F" and Landing Gear does not affect the stabilisation at 1000
feet nor the pilots understanding.
Table 5: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-002

Analysis and conclusion
This objective was dual with on the one hand the intention to confirm that the flaps sequence remains
relevant when grouping "3", "F" and Landing Gear, and on the other hand the intention to understand
what will be the best option in the future regarding this final pseudo-waypoint. 44% of the pilots
involved totally agree with the fact that Flaps 3/FULL and landing gears shall be distinguished, and 22%
agree, which is a large majority.

Figure 46: Distinguish Flaps 3/FULL/LG(cf. Plot legend)

However, regarding the pilots understanding, it seemed that the one-hour briefing was not sufficient
for all of them to understand that flaps 3, full and landing gear are grouped under a same pseudowaypoint because of the lack of the performance data knowledge in the FMS. Indeed, during the
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simulations, some pilots were wondering if they should strictly follow the SOP and perform the landing
gear extension before extending flaps 3 or not. It shows that a distinction would be preferable to avoid
any confusion on this point.
Considering that the results proves that Grouping "3", "F" and Landing Gear does not affect the
stabilisation at 1000 feet AAL, the pilots’ mitigated opinion (one third do not agree) might reflect a
wish for a more optimised solution that would be to split "3", "F" and Landing Gear pseudo-waypoints.
This option might be studied in the next phase of the project. Indeed, during the experimentation, the
approach speed deviation at 1000 ft AAL remained within 5 knots with the DYNCAT solution activated
whereas it reached more than 10 knots once and was three times greater than 5 knots without the
function.

Figure 47: Approach speed deviation at 1000 ft AAL

As a reminder, the stabilisation criteria in IFR conditions include that the aircraft is aligned on the
runway axis at 1000 ft AAL, established on the glide slope with the landing configuration and the gear
extended, at the approach speed and an engine thrust greater than idle to permit a go-around in a
shorter time. On this last point, a tolerance of 5 knots is generally applied but this value depends on
the pilots’ and airlines’ practices, and might be up to 10 knots. It can also be noted that some airlines
require their pilots to apply a conservative margin to ensure the stabilisation higher than 1000 ft, for
instance at 1500 ft, a parameter that could be tunable in DYNCAT final implementation.

Flight envelope consistency
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-003

Title

Flight envelope consistency

Objective

Assess the consistency of the aircraft speed with regards to the pseudowaypoints positions.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-003

Success criteria
description

Flaps pseudo-waypoints are within the correct flight envelope.

Success criteria status

Table 6: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-003
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Assessment and conclusion
During the evaluations, in order to ease the flight envelope monitoring and the speed check made by
the pilots before each flaps change, the placard speeds were provided to them in addition to the VFE
display on the PFD speed scale.
No issue has been observed during the evaluation and all the flaps change status proposed were
consistent with the flight envelope and the maximum speed authorised to extend the configuration.
However, some pilots made some comment that the 5 knots margin might not be enough in case of
gust. This point will need to be further studied, specifically through some more windy scenarios in the
next steps of the work.

Figure 48: Placard speeds reminder on the test bench

The pilots also confirmed that the suggested actions are achievable and fully conform to their Standard
Operating Procedures, which implies that the flaps pseudo-waypoints are within the correct flight
envelope.

Figure 49: Actions are achievable(cf. Plot legend)

Figure 50: Conform to my airline’s SOP(cf. Plot legend)
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It can also be noted that grouping flaps 3/Full and the landing gear implies to consider a unique
maximum speed for this “global” pseudo-waypoint location and status. In addition, this speed needs
to be the most conservative one (i.e. VFE flaps full) for safety purpose. Thus, this was not really
observed during the RTS and does not affect the respect of the flight envelope but this might affect
the flight optimisation and the understanding of the final configuration pseudo-waypoint location and
status. Again, it encourages to separate flaps 3, full and the landing gear.

Thrust minimization
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-004

Title

Thrust minimization

Objective

Assess that the pseudo-waypoint anticipation is sufficient to avoid a local
thrust rise.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-004

Success criteria
description

Pseudo-waypoints anticipation enables to avoid a local thrust rise.

Success criteria status



Table 7: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-004

Analysis and conclusion
The RTS results prove that the system proposal of the pseudo-waypoints location really helps to reduce
the local thrust rise as illustrated on the next figure.
Indeed, the system suggested anticipation for the flaps extension not only to support the stabilisation
at 1000 ft AAL but also to have a continuous deceleration that limits the engine spool-up due to the
flight envelope intermediate limitations at the manoeuvring speeds.

Figure 51: Thrust profiles (red: reference, green: DYNCAT)
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In addition, the pilots think that the existing DYNCAT prototype can already bring some fuel and noise
benefits during the approach, which implies that it enables to avoid thrust rises.

Figure 52: Prototype saves fuel(cf. Plot legend)

Figure 53: Prototype reduces noise(cf. Plot legend)

They are even more confident in the fact that a system such as the tested one properly developed
could help to save fuel and reduce noise during the approach.

Figure 54: Final system will save fuel(cf. Plot legend)

Figure 55: Final system will reduce noise(cf. Plot legend)
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Sequence stabilisation
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-005

Title

Sequence stabilisation

Objective

Assess the stability of the high-lift actuators sequence.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-005

Success criteria
description

Configuration pseudo-waypoints are not toggling and the pseudo-waypoints
never jump behind the aircraft location (so that it does not disturb the pilots’
energy management tasks).

Success criteria status



Table 8: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-005

Analysis and conclusion
The pilots confirmed via the questionnaire that the pseudo-waypoints are stable enough and do not
toggle, do not jump behind the aircraft or disturb the pilot in any other manner.

Figure 56: Flaps pseudo-waypoints are stable enough(cf. Plot legend)

Continuous Descent Profile
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-006

Title

Continuous Descent Profile

Objective

Assess the continuity of the vertical profile.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-006

Success criteria
description

The vertical approach profile never includes a level-off, except when due to:
- procedural altitude or FPA constraints,
- pilots defined altitude constraints,
- ATC explicit instruction.

Success criteria status

Table 9: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-006
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Analysis and conclusion
The results from the RTS shows that the DYNCAT FMS profiles are all continuous when there are no
procedural altitude or FPA constraints that induce a level-off. In addition, the resulting profiles flown
by the aircraft are also continuous and composed by an idle descent with some speed brakes segments,
a deceleration in idle thrust in V/S mode, and then a descent on a constant glide slope in G/S mode.

Figure 57: DYNCAT vertical profiles from RTS days #3/4/5

In addition, the pilots declared that they clearly understand the computation of the reference CDA
profile as a function of the energy state.

Figure 58: Reference vertical profile is understandable(cf. Plot legend)
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Optimised constant speed segment in approach
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-007

Title

Optimised constant speed segment in approach

Objective

Assess the optimisation of constant speed segments in approach.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-007

Success criteria
description

In approach flight phase, constant speed segments are flown with IDLE
thrust when the aircraft sticks to the reference profile (reducing the fuel
consumption to the minimum possible).

Success criteria status

Not assessed

Table 10: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-007

Analysis and conclusion
As stated in the DYNCAT Function Experimental Implementation Report (Deliverable D3.3 [5]), the
optional (as defined in D3.1 [3]) requirement REQ-DYNCAT-FMS-007 has not been prototyped as it was
not required for the retained RTS scenario. Indeed, the test procedures did not contain any speed
restriction so the vertical profile did not contain any constant speed segment in approach. Thus, not
implementing this requirement did not affect the RTS final results but only prevents from achieving
the success criteria CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-007 previously defined in the Implementation Validation Plan
(Deliverable D3.2 [4]). Of course, this does not question the relevance of this foreseen evolution.

Distance-To-Go information consideration
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-008

Title

Distance To Go information consideration

Objective

Assess the Distance To Go information consideration by the cockpit systems,
both CDS and FMS.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-008

Success criteria
description

In lateral selected mode, the operator can enter the Distance To Go data into
the system and the resulting trajectory has the corresponding length (when
achievable).

Success criteria status



Table 11: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-008

Analysis and conclusion
During the RTS session, the pilots were able to enter the Distance-To-Go information received by voice
from the ATCO and to observe the results of the corresponding FMS PRT computation onto the display
systems as described by the Figure 14. The distance provided by the controller was either 45 or 55
nautical miles depending on the subcases considered.
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All the pilots involved agreed to say that they clearly understand the principle of the PRT function that
permit to close the lateral path with a relevant assumption coming from the ATCO.

Figure 59: PRT function is understandable(cf. Plot legend)

In addition, most of them agreed to say that it is useful to display the PRT, enabling thus to propose
some energy management cues along this trajectory.

Figure 60: PRT display is useful(cf. Plot legend)

In addition, the pilots do not think that the input of ATC-issued information Distance-To-Go
significantly increases the workload during the arrival phase.

Figure 61: DTG significantly increases workload(cf. Plot legend)
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Indicated Time of Arrival information consideration
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-009

Title

Indicated Time of Arrival information consideration

Objective

Assess the Indicated Time of Arrival information consideration by the cockpit
system, both CDS and FMS.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-009

Success criteria
description

In lateral selected mode, the operator can enter the Indicated Time of Arrival
data into the system and the resulting trajectory is built so that the ITA is
respected (when achievable).

Success criteria status



Table 12: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-009

Analysis and conclusion
As an alternative to the DTG, during the RTS session, the pilots were able to enter the Indicated Time
of Arrival (ITA) information received by voice from the ATCO and to observe the results of the
corresponding FMS PRT computation onto the display systems as described by the Figure 15. The ITA
at the FAF OSNEM was provided when the aircraft crossed the NEGRA waypoint (cf. Figure 22), and
was approximately ten minutes later than the current time to be consistent with the DTG scenarios.
As presented in the chapter 3.2.8 (Distance-To-Go information consideration), the PRT is correctly
understood and well appreciated by the pilots’ community. However, compared to the DTG, the
feedbacks related to the use of the ITA is much more balanced as 30% of the pilots did not declare that
it alleviates the workload. Some possible explanations are provided in the section 3.3.1.2 Air/ground
data exchange assessment. However, the success criteria CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-009 can be considered as
fully achieved as the ITA enables to promptly adapt the PRT into the cockpit as much as the DTG does.

Figure 62: ITA significantly increases workload(cf. Plot legend)
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Capture point consistency
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-010

Title

Capture point consistency

Objective

Assess the Capture Waypoint information consideration by the cockpit
system, both CDS and FMS.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-010

Success criteria
description

In lateral selected mode, the operator can enter a capture waypoint
information into the system and the resulting trajectory is built so that the
published procedure is resumed at the capture point.

Success criteria status

Partially achieved

Table 13: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-010

Analysis and conclusion
The retained scenario for the demonstration consisted in setting the capture point automatically by
default at the Final Approach Fix OSNEM. The objective was to limit the information provided by the
ATCO on the one hand, and to avoid any manual modification during the flight that would increase the
workload on the other hand. Thus, the RTS scenario did not execute this “Capture At” capability and
thus, did not permit to formally achieve the success criterion CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-010. As it was not
executed during the RTS with the operational pilots, the maturity level of this item remains low.
Nevertheless, unlike the CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-007 (0), the function is available in the system and it has
been tested during the prototype maturity phase and through some free test during the RTS session
with positive pilots’ feedbacks that confirmed the need for such a capability. Thus, this validation
objective can only be considered as partially achieved.

Figure 63: “Capture At” function HMI

Speed release point relevance
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-011

Title

Speed release point relevance

Objective

Assess the speed release point relevance.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-011

Success criteria
description

The FMS correctly computes and proposes to the pilot the last point to
decelerate from the ATC speed instruction to respect the next constraining
speed.

Success criteria status

Table 14: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-011
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Analysis and conclusion
The retained scenario for the demonstration did not include any speed constraint or restriction. The
aircraft was able to fly in free speed with the recommendation to engage the managed speed. The
objective was to minimise the degrees of freedom at this stage of the project, in order to facilitate the
comparisons between the flight results at the end.

Figure 64: Speed Release Point HMI

Thus, the RTS scenario did not execute the success criterion CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-011. However, unlike
the CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-007 (cf. chapter 0), some developments were done and the speed release point
function has been tested during the prototype maturity phase. It was working as expected to indicate
to the pilot the point where he should revert to managed speed or decrease the selected speed target
to match its next speed constraint that might be one from the procedure, the speed limit, or even the
speed at the DECEL pseudo-waypoint. Nevertheless, as it was not formally executed during the RTS
with the operational pilots, the maturity level of this item remains low. Thus, this validation objective
can only be considered as partially achieved.

Altitude release point relevance
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-012

Title

Altitude release point relevance

Objective

Assess the altitude release point relevance.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-012

Success criteria
description

The FMS correctly computes and proposes to the pilot the last point to
descent from the ATC altitude clearance to respect the next altitude
constraint.

Success criteria status

Table 15: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-012
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Analysis and conclusion
As presented before (cf. Continuous Descent Profile), the CDA profile flown during the RTS session did
not include any altitude level but is a full continuous descent profile. Thus, as there was no constraining
vertical restriction, the RTS scenario did not execute the success criterion CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-011.
However, as for the speed release point, some developments were done and the altitude release point
function has been tested during the prototype maturity phase. It worked as expected to indicate to
the pilot when he should descend in idle thrust from a level to match the next constraining altitude
constraint in its flight plan. Nevertheless, as it was not formally executed during the RTS with the
operational pilots, the maturity level of this item remains low. Thus, this validation objective can only
be considered as partially achieved.

ODTL and margin relevance
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-013

Title

Optimum distance to land and associated margin relevance

Objective

Assess the optimum distance to land and associated margin relevance.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-013

Success criteria
description

The system correctly computes the optimum distance to land and associated
margin.

Success criteria status



Table 16: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-013

Analysis and conclusion
The RTS session proves that the Optimum Distance-To-Go (OPT DTG) and the associated margin are
correctly computed by the Flight Management System.
It has been verified that when the aircraft is on its vertical path, on speed and before the Top of Descent
(TOD) in cruise, the margin value is positive, and the optimum distance to go displayed is constant and
is consistent with the FPLN one from the TOD to the destination. Then, with a smooth flaps strategy,
the margin value is equal to zero at the TOD, and progressively decreases to a negative green value
when staying above path after crossing the TOD.

Figure 65: OPT DTG and MARGIN values evolutions during the RTS flight
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In addition, once the stabilisation is no more possible at 1000 ft AAL from the FMS standpoint, the
margin becomes amber. In that specific case, the pilots might still use the full speed brakes, the landing
gear or even negotiate more track miles with the ATCO to recover a viable energy situation. This part
was not evaluated during the RTS as it is a very aggressive and uncommon scenario.
The values displayed on the CDS have been validated during the maturity phase in order to make sure
that the track miles indication is correct and corresponds to the aircraft performances.

Energy management facilitation through ODTL and margin
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-014

Title

Energy management facilitation through optimum distance to land and
associated margin

Objective

Assess the operational facilitation of energy management in approach
through the presentation of the optimum distance to land and its associated
margin.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-014

Success criteria
description

The pilots consider that the optimum distance to land and the associated
margin facilitates the energy management in descent and approach, and
understand well the meaning of this information that is judged
unambiguous.

Success criteria status



Table 17: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-014

Analysis and conclusion
The pilots globally consider that the OPT DTG and the associated margin facilitates the energy
management in descent and approach in lateral selected mode, and understand well the meaning of
this information that is judged unambiguous.
However, it can be noted that 40% of the pilots do not agree with the fact the information provided as
a text information on the Navigation Display is useful. It might be a point to further study and refine in
the next steps of the work.

Figure 66: OPT DTG and MARGIN are useful(cf. Plot legend)
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Continuous Descent Profile flyability in vertical selected mode
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-015

Title

Continuous Descent Profile flyability in vertical selected mode

Objective

Assess the capability to fly along the optimised vertical profile when in
vertical selected mode.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-015

Success criteria
description

The pilots consider that the vertical approach profile is adapted to the
approach phase operations and manage to maintain the A/C along the
optimised vertical path thanks to the provided cues.

Success criteria status



Table 18: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-015

Analysis and conclusion
The RTS proves that the system provides all the necessary cues to fly along the vertical profile when in
vertical selected mode (cf. Figure 57: DYNCAT vertical profiles from RTS days #3/4/5). Also, all the pilots
consider that the vertical approach profile is adapted to the approach phase operations and that they
are able to maintain the aircraft along the optimised vertical path thanks to the provided cues (cf.
Figure 49 Actions are achievable, Figure 50 Conform to my airline’s SOP and Figure 58 Reference
vertical profile is understandable)
In addition, through the questionnaire, many feedbacks were provided about the global arrangement
of the displayed information, and about each of the cues proposed. Even if the CDS is not the system
under test but only the FMS is, this validation report aims to present all the available feedbacks.
First of all, the pilots globally agree to say that the arrangement of the displayed information
(configuration and vertical flight mode change pseudo waypoints on ND, VDEV on PFD, margin on ND,
etc.) is chosen well. However, 20% of them do not agree with that statement. Thus, the arrangement
will need to be refined in the next step of the work according to these results but the most important
thing at this stage is that all the required information is available and provided by the FMS to the CDS.

Figure 67: Arrangement of information chosen well(cf. Plot legend)

On that point, a very large majority of the pilots (78%) declared that all the necessary information is
displayed even if 22% have no opinion.
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Figure 68: All necessary information is displayed(cf. Plot legend)

They were also asked about the colour coding that provides the information that an action is required
or not, respectively when the symbol is amber or green. They largely agree that it is useful and helps
to quickly find all relevant information but it has to be noted that nearly a third of the pilots declared
they have no opinion on this point. This might reflect some misunderstanding of the colour coding and
reinforce the need for a clear training on that topic.

Figure 69: General colour coding is useful(cf. Plot legend)

Another important point is that 30% of the pilots think that the display is distracting too much whereas
“only” 70% do not agree with that statement.

Figure 70: Display is distracting ‘too much”(cf. Plot legend)

Regarding the flaps and landing gears pseudo-waypoints, a large majority of the pilots agrees to say
that there are clearly visible and distinguishable. However, 20% do not agree that they are clearly
visible. Some comments during the evaluation raised the point of the visibility of the pseudo waypoints
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when sequencing them. It was not completely clear for the pilots when exactly the flaps shall be
extended (i.e. when the aircraft symbol is displayed over the pseudo-waypoint).

Figure 71: Flaps pseudo-waypoints are visible / distinguishable(cf. Plot legend)

Anticipating that point, some questions of the questionnaire were dedicated to a further evolution to
support the flaps extension and increase the accuracy of the pilot actions. It appears that the pilots
would globally prefer the display of the distance remaining to the pseudo-waypoints rather than a
countdown for the next configuration change or a complementary PFD message requesting flaps
extension or even a callout.
Many pilots specifically do not want a callout at all as it might drastically increase workload. About the
PFD message, one pilot said that it could be useful not in general but only as a reminder, in case he
missed the pseudo-waypoint. The same pilot declared that a countdown and the remaining distance
could both be adapted, depending on where it is displayed.

Figure 72: Countdown / Distance / PFD message useful for flaps(cf. Plot legend)

The results are mixed regarding the colour coding of the configuration change pseudo-waypoints
(empty/full green, amber). Globally, it is considered understandable and helpful but 60% of the pilots
have no opinion.
One of them declared that currently flying A320 only, he would prefer that “full green” means “on
profile with reserves” and green/black means “sporty but possible”.
One other pilot said it took him some time to quickly see which scenario (smooth or aggressive) is used.
He also confirmed that as a pilot, colour coding full green should be associated or would expect smooth
strategy and not a “sporty one”. For him, it would make more sense to change the colour coding such
as smooth strategy corresponds to full green, and aggressive strategy to the black dot with the green
letter inside.
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Figure 73: Flaps colour coding is understandable and helpful(cf. Plot legend)

Regarding the extend/retract speed brakes messages, the pilots mainly agree that the messages are
visible and helpful as the last line of defence. 20% of the pilots do not think that the message is visible
enough, which might be due to the new HMI used for the experimentation even if the message is at
the exact same place with the same wording as the one in the A320 PFD in operations.
One pilot noticed that the extend speed brakes message suggests to the pilot to use the speed brake,
but he thought that there would be other flight strategy options to dissipate the energy, with maybe
one more adapted to certain situations rather than using speed brakes. This pilot said he would have
preferred a message like "high energy" instead of “extend speed brakes”. As a side note, current
message on A320 family is “more drag” whereas it is “extend/retract speed brakes” on A330, taking
benefit of the knowledge that the speed brakes are extended or not, data which is not available for
the FMS on the A320 family.

Figure 74: SPD BRK messages are visible / helpful(cf. Plot legend)

The V/S pseudo-waypoint was quite appreciated by the pilots that mostly declared that it is useful and
stable enough even if 20% of them do not agree with that statement.
One pilot noted that the V/S and the DECEL pseudo-waypoints are overlapping. Indeed, in the
prototype, change to V/S mode in the area of the pseudo-waypoint automatically activates the
approach phase to prevent engines spool-up. So, in that conditions, it should be considered if it is
necessary to display both the DECEL and the V/S pseudo-waypoints. One unique point indicating the
start of the deceleration and approach phase in V/S mode may be sufficient.
About the graphical code, one pilot said he would prefer to omit the down arrow and have just the
letter V/S in this pseudo-waypoint as the arrow lets him think that the slope will increase, which is not
the general case.
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Figure 75: V/S pseudo-waypoint is useful / stable enough(cf. Plot legend)

The permanent vertical deviation (VDEV) permanently displayed on the PFD speed scale is considered
as useful and appreciated by all the pilots. It also ensures a continuity between vertical selected and
managed modes.

Figure 76: VDEV indication in PFD is useful(cf. Plot legend)

However, one pilot noted that the vertical deviation (VDEV) might occasionally be in contradiction with
the mileage-score of the OPT DTG margin. For instance, when there is a flaps recalculation, it
instantaneously interferes with the PFD altitude scale whereas the margin might not be adapted
immediately. This should not occur as it might corrupt the pilot confidence in the system. Thus,
calculations/iterations/adjustments should be harmonised so that there is no real-time discrepancy.

DYNCAT activation
Objective and success criteria status
Identifier

OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-016

Title

DYNCAT activation

Objective

Assess the capacity to activate/deactivate DYNCAT.

Success criteria ID

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-016

Success criteria
description

DYNCAT capacity can be deactivated without any impact on the legacy behaviour.

Success criteria status

Table 19: OBJ-DYNCAT-VALP-016
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Analysis and conclusion
This success criterion is fully achieved as the possibility to activate/deactivate DYNCAT was fully
demonstrated during the RTS with 4 reference flights and 5 DYNCAT flights performed each day.

Figure 77: DYNCAT / DYNREF callsign used to activate /deactivate the solution

It can even be considered as over-achieved as some other options and specificities were also accessible
through the flight number input. It really facilitates the evaluation and fast forwards the maturity
process, as some different tuning parameters are accessible without any software modifications.
Flight number
DYNCAT
DYNREF
DYNVERTON
DYNVERTOFF
FACTxxx
NOPRT
PRT
RTAxx
VSxxxx
xxx

Description
Activate DYNCAT solution
Deactivate DYNCAT solution and come back to A320 behavior
Activate DYNCAT vertical functions
Deactivate DYNCAT vertical functions
Set the DYNCAT factor to xxx/100
Deactivate the PRT
Activate the PRT
Set the RTA funnel for the ITA status (xx in seconds)
Set the VS pseudo-waypoint anticipation distance (xxxx in meters)
Set the DTG (xxx in NM)
Table 20: List of available DYNCAT tuning parameters

Figure 78: FACTxxx callsign used to set the DYNCAT factor

Success criteria status synthesis
Three criteria from the initial Implementation Validation Plan (cf. Deliverable D3.2 [4]) are considered
as partially achieved because the scenario retained for the RTS does not executed them, so they were
not formally evaluated even if the technical items were developed and are available in the current
DYNCAT prototype:
✓ The “Capture At” capability
✓ The altitude release point
✓ The speed release point
As these three items were not executed during the RTS with the operational pilots, their maturity level
shall be considered as lower than the other items that were exposed to the operational pilots. This is
why they can only be considered as partially achieved.
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The criterion relating to the simplified flaps sequence can also only be considered as partially achieved
because even if the results prove that it does not affect the stabilisation at 1000 feet, it seems to affect
the pilots understanding. Indeed, a distinction of 3/F/LG would be preferable to avoid any confusion
and it will be one of the topics to work on during the next phases of the project.
Only one success criterion from the initial Implementation Validation Plan (cf. Deliverable D3.2 [4])
related to the constant speed segment management in approach has not been assessed nor achieved
because the capability was not developed. Indeed, it was already defined as optional in the Preliminary
High-Level Specification (Deliverable D3.1 [3]) and finally not required for the Real Time Simulation
scenario.
All of the other success criteria executed during the RTS scenario have been achieved through the
validation phases.
Success criterion ID

High-level description

CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-001
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-002
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-003
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-004
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-005
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-006
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-007
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-008
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-009
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-010
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-011
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-012
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-013
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-014
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-015
CRT-DYNCAT-VALP-016

Dynamic flaps sequence
Simplified flaps sequence
Flight envelope consistency
Avoid local thrust rises
Stable flaps sequence
Continuous Descent Profile
Constant speed segment in approach
DTG processing
ITA processing
“Capture At” capability
Speed release point
Altitude release point
OPT DTG and MARGIN relevance
OPT DTG and MARGIN benefits
Selected mode optimized guidance
DYNCAT activation
Table 21: Success criteria status synthesis
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Partially achieved
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Partially achieved
Partially achieved
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3.3 Solution global assessment
As a reminder, the general objectives of the DYNCAT validation activities of this Exploratory Research
phase were to:
• Clarify the concept through operational and technical feasibility assessments of the facilitation
and implementation of DYNCAT solution.
• Conduct a preliminary performance assessment in particular in terms of environment, human
performances and safety, in a representative operating environment.
• Evaluate the flight predictability improvements thanks to the FMS trajectory stabilisation in
lateral selected mode.
The following sections go more into details and describe the global solution assessment with regards
to these three objectives, with a short introduction to the expected qualitative benefits.

Operational and technical feasibility
Pilots assessment
First of all, 100% of the pilots declare that they understand the DYNCAT function as proposed during
the RTS (cf. Figure 79). This demonstrates the technical feasibility to propose a relevant energy
management assistance system within the avionics system on the one hand, and it is the basis for the
global solution acceptance by the pilots’ community on the other hand.

Figure 79: DYNCAT function is understandable(cf. Plot legend)

As a synthesis of some previous points detailed in the previous parts of the chapter 3 (Validation
results), a large majority of the pilots involved in the experimentation agree that:
✓ the solution helps to optimise energy management (cf. Figure 43),
✓ the solution helps to improve situational awareness (cf. Figure 44),
✓ the solution helps to achieve stable approaches (cf. Figure 45Figure 43),
✓ the required actions are achievable (cf. Figure 49),
✓ the solution fully conforms to their airline’s SOP (cf. Figure 50),
✓ the FMS lateral path in selected mode is understandable and useful (cf. Figure 59 a Figure 60),
✓ the FMS reference vertical profile in selected mode is understandable (cf. Figure 58),
✓ all necessary information to fly an optimised descent and manage the energy efficiently is
displayed (cf. Figure 68),
✓ the set of energy management cues (flaps/LG pseudo-waypoints, speed brakes messages, V/S
pseudo-waypoint, vertical deviation on the PFD speed scale and the OPT DTG and margin on
the ND) is visible, stable enough and helpful (cf. respectively Figure 71, Figure 74, Figure 75,
Figure 76, Figure 66) even if some improvements/refinements have been identified and will
be required for an industrialisation of the solution.
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Another important aspect is the workload consideration. The pilots globally think that the new DYNCAT
assistance function will not impact the workload distribution in the arrival phase, from the initial
descent to the touchdown, and even 30% of the pilots perceived an improvement.

Figure 80: Workload distribution has improved(cf. Plot legend)

The pilots involved also globally consider that the workload does not increase with the DYNCAT
function, even if they were not fully familiar neither with the test bench (in particular with the new
display) nor with the solution (only a one-hour briefing).

Figure 81: DYNCAT increases the workload(cf. Plot legend)

In addition, it is interesting to see that most of the pilots agree to say that the cues would be useful
not only in vertical selected modes, but also in vertical managed modes. It confirms that there should
be a room for optimisation through an energy assistance function even in full automated vertical
navigation.

Figure 82: DYNCAT cues would be useful in managed mode(cf. Plot legend)
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Regarding the expected benefits, as described before in this report, the pilots involved mainly think
that:
✓ the prototype, as tested during the RTS, will help to save fuel (cf. Figure 52),
✓ the prototype, as tested during the RTS, will help to reduce noise (cf. Figure 53),
✓ when properly developed, a system such as the tested one during the RTS, will help to save
fuel (cf. Figure 54),
✓ when properly developed, a system such as the tested one during the RTS, will help to reduce
noise (cf. Figure 55).
In addition, the pilots confirmed the potential of such a system to increase the situational awareness
and the safety of the flight (cf. Figure 84), even with the current state of the prototype (cf. Figure 83).

Figure 83: Prototype increases situational awareness (left) / safety (right)(cf. Plot legend)

Figure 84: Final system will increase situational awareness (left) / safety (right)(cf. Plot legend)

As a reminder about the test environment, the pilots involved mainly agree that:
✓ the scenarios were representative of approach operations at Zurich airport (cf. Figure 39),
✓ the simulation bench hardware and software (input devices, displays, accuracy of aircraft
model, etc.) are sufficiently representative of the real aircraft (cf. Figure 40),
✓ the conduction of the experiment (briefing, ATC communication, crew resource management,
etc.) was sufficiently representative of real operations (cf. Figure 41).
As a conclusion, the piloted Real-Time Simulation session permitted as expected to conduct a
preliminary assessment in particular in terms of human performances and safety in a sufficiently
representative operating environment. All the previous statements confirm that the solution is
adapted to support the energy management task and that the pilots are confident in the fact that it
should bring the expected benefits without impacting the workload during the arrival phase, and even
by improving the situational awareness and the safety of the flight. Thus, the objective to prove that
the solution is technically feasible and operationally viable appears to be fully achieved, in particular
thanks to the implementation into a real FMS that matches with the product architecture constraints.
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Air/ground data exchange assessment
First, it is important to remind that the RTS scenario and subcases comes from the real life and were
validated by both pilots and controller before the RTS session, and thus, that they are realistic.
Within these scenarios, the controller provides either a Distance-To-Go (DTG) or an Indicated Time of
Arrival (ITA) to the aircraft. This information is then used on board to compute a lateral path in heading
mode that fits with the controller expectations.
When the information is provided as a DTG, it comes from an estimation made by the ATCO. For
example, the controller might consider a fixed distance between each aircraft to ensure the separation,
and then multiply this distance by the aircraft position in the arrival sequence. For instance,
considering 5 NM between the aircraft, the number #9 in the sequence will receive a distance of 45NM,
the number #10 of 50NM, etc. The flight data records from the Critical Analysis of Current Operations
(Deliverable D2.3 [1]) show that this information is regularly provided by the controllers to the pilots
at Zurich airport whereas they never provided a Required Time of Arrival, or any Time indication at all,
in the analysed data sets. From this observation of the use of this rule of thumb at Zurich airport, it has
been decided to focus on this exchange during the RTS session.
In practice, the ATCO provides two pieces of information to the pilots:
✓ A lateral instruction
For instance, “Continue on present heading”.
✓ An indicative DTG
For instance, “45 miles can be expected”.
Providing a capture waypoint is optional but it would be helpful to refine the lateral trajectory onboard through the “Capture At” capability (0). For instance, the ATCO might provide this kind of
information: “Expect a direct to ZH714”.
During the experimentation, the capture point was not provided by the ATCO as the objective was to
capture the final approach axis approximately one nautical mile before the Final Approach Fix, OSNEM.
In practice, the pilot only entered the DTG into the flight number area of the FMS as if it was the callsign
(cf. Figure 14).
As already explained, an alternative to achieve the same operational results is to exchange an ITA. In
practice, the ATCO also provides two information to the pilots:
✓ A lateral instruction
For instance, “Continue on present heading”.
✓ An indicative Distance To Go
For instance, “Expect to cross OSNEM at 15:45:30”.
In that case, the system assumes to capture the flight plan at the latest at the point supporting the
time constraint but an upstream waypoint can be provided by the ATCO to the pilots in case its
intention is to make the aircraft come back along the flight plan earlier. Again, it would be helpful to
refine the lateral trajectory into the FMS, and thus to optimise the vertical profile realistically. For
instance, “Expect a direct to TRA”.
This second practice might be more adapted to the ATC centres that are equipped with AMAN systems.
It relies on these systems that work directly in time separation, avoiding the use of a rule of thumb or
a time to distance conversion. It could be reasonably considered as a standard for future ways of
working on ground. During the experimentation, the ITA was entered by the pilot in the RTA input field
(cf. Figure 15).
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However, if exchanging a time or a distance is more or less equivalent for the ground segment, and
represents approximately the same amount of data to be transferred, from the FMS standpoint,
managing a distance or a time is not identical at all in a DYNCAT energy management context.
As a reminder, the pilots involved in the experimentation seem to prefer the DTG to the ITA (cf. Figure
61 vs Figure 62) because of the induced workload. Indeed, there is a conflict between time and energy
management with respect to the flaps sequence. Setting an ITA implies, for a fixed lateral path, to
control the speed profile in order to respect the time constraint. However, the speed profile is already
adapted by DYNCAT function to manage the total energy dissipation. As energy and time constraints
might require different flaps strategies, it might not be acceptable to adapt the flaps sequence for a
time constraint set along a fixed lateral path. For instance, one aggressive strategy used to absorb
some excess of potential energy leads to arrive earlier, and might not be compliant with a time
constraint that would require a low speed profile.

Figure 85: DYNCAT flight mechanics principles

During the evaluation, when entering an ITA, the lateral path was computed in order to match the time
indication at the moment of the entry but then, it drifted and ended to be announced as missed.
Indeed, the flight progressed with a non-controlled speed.
The FMS assumptions about the speed brakes also impact the speed profile, and thus the time profile.
As the pilot can manage the speed brakes at his/her discretion until the last moment indicated by the
FMS, and as the speed profile is either free (pilot-depending), or controlled by the ATCO, but unknown
to the FMS at this stage, its assumption is necessarily wrong. Setting a time to freeze a lateral path is
promptly valid but it does not remain relevant without any speed or lateral corrections adapted to the
flight events. However, any correction might be inconsistent with the energy profile required to
optimise the flight and ensure the stabilisation constraint at 1000 feet AAL. Thus, an Indicated Time of
Arrival used once to estimate a distance might be a viable concept whereas a controlled Required Time
of Arrival is not compliant with an energy management function such as DYNCAT.
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Figure 86: Time error at OSNEM on ND and MFD a short time after the ITA insertion

Some pilots declared that the uplink of the requested time of arrival at the FAF would be helpful but
not all of them agree on that point. One noted that there is a discrepancy between the lateral track
known by the controller and DYNCAT that is calculating its own turn point. Indeed, turning at DYNCAT
point might cause issues with separation and areas which are not allowed to be overflown. But all the
pilots agreed to say that all accurate information on track miles and/or speeds to be flown and/or time
at specific waypoints will always help to reduce noise emissions and fuel consumption.

Figure 87: Uplink of the RTA at the FAF would be helpful(cf. Plot legend)

In addition, some pilots noted that, as DYNCAT relies on accurate track miles information, it is most
important to improve the ATC equipment as much as possible so that ATC can provide the exact track
miles to be flown. Then, some pilots think that it would be nice to have the DTG transmitted via data
link (CPDLC) and transferred automatically into the FMS. Whether by voice or system-to-system, the
transmission and execution times need to be carefully considered as they directly impact the relevance
of the DTG provided. Some others mentioned that it would be preferable to uplink the complete arrival
transition route (WPT 1, 3, 4 FAF) and to fly in NAV mode.

Figure 88: DTG in HDG is better than route uplink in NAV mode(cf. Plot legend)
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Some involved pilots explicitly mentioned that it would be even better if the ATC controller could also
transmit a speed schedule for the approach, and most of them agree. Then, the DYNCAT function could
calculate even more precisely and explore its full potential.

Figure 89: ATC speed constraints uplink would be helpful(cf. Plot legend)

Obviously, all other pilots agree that an uplink of the arrival route including all the applicable
constraints at specific points would help. This would allow for more complex clearances that would be
impossible to transmit by radio. Of course, such an uplink should not be activated without the pilots’
approval but the impact on the workload is very limited and for sure, it will provide the best context
for vertical optimisation and thus maximise the savings in the arrival phase.

Figure 90: Arrival transition waypoints uplink would be helpful(cf. Plot legend)

As a reminder, during the experimentation, all the data were exchanged by voice without any CPDLC
installation. This raises another point that might be delved into more deeply which is the coupling
between DYNCAT solution and an ADS-C/EPP capability. During the RTS, there was no trajectory
downlink from the aircraft to the ground simulation once the indications have been processed by the
cockpit systems. However, it could be a further step in the implementation of the DYNCAT concept in
order to facilitate the de-confliction on ground, and even to close the loop and to provide the aircraft
with a clearance on its optimised 4D trajectory, which is the PRT, when it fulfils the controller
expectations.
As a conclusion on the air/ground data exchange, the ATC working method has a significant impact on
the use and benefits of the DYNCAT function. Without a clear plan from ATC and without providing the
required information to the pilots/aircraft, an optimised profile cannot be calculated neither by the
pilots nor from the FMS. That means precise approach planning from ATC would be desirable. The best
option would probably be that the ATC gives as much information as possible via CPDLC transferred
automatically into the FMS after acknowledged by the flight crew.
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Flight predictability improvements
One objective of the project was to evaluate the flight predictability improvements thanks to the FMS
trajectory stabilisation in selected modes. As a reminder, the following analysis is based only on the
flights from days #3/4/5 of the RTS (cf. 3.1.2 Limitation of the validation results).
First of all, the RTS results prove that DYNCAT largely improves the vertical profile predictability. The
comparison between the reference and the DYNCAT flights shows a smaller spread of the vertical
profiles with DYNCAT. Indeed, with the same ATC instructions for all the flights and the same aircraft
performance model, the DYNCAT function helps to generalise the good practices and limits the altitude
dispersion compared to the reference flights.
Any degree of freedom left to the aircraft can lead to a different profile because the pilot is free to
decide how to manage the energy dissipation. So even with a same Top of Descent and the
recommendation to use the same managed speed, the Figure 91 illustrates that the flight path angle
and slopes are very different. Some strategies are conservative whereas some others are aggressive
depending mainly on the use of the speed brakes. This is exactly the mirror of the real life in which
each airline and each pilot may implement different ways to reach the same landing objective.

Figure 91: Arrival altitude profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights

In this context, DYNCAT supports the spread reduction even if speed brakes use was at pilot’s
discretion. This last point explains why there is still a vertical spread with DYNCAT during the open idle
descent, because some pilots preferred to reduce the potential energy as soon as they received the
DTG indication whereas some others waited for the “extend speed brakes” message to pop up as a
last line of defense.
In the cases in which the pilots decided to use the speed brakes as soon as they have some relevant
vertical deviation, the VDEV symbol on the altitude scale in the PFD helps to use only the exact needed
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amount of speed brakes to produce no more than the required drag to absorb the excess of energy.
This is the reason that mainly explains why the altitude spread is reduced by a factor of three thanks
to the DYNCAT function.
It can be noted that by being more directive with the pilots, through the training for instance, and
urging them to use the speed brakes only when a message pops up, it might reduce the altitude spread
even more.

Figure 92: Arrival altitude profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles

Another benefit of not using too much speed brakes is that it permits to avoid the level flight segments
that are fuel consuming and noisy before the glide slope interception.
In addition, controlling the altitude profile enables to control the speed profile as well. For instance,
having a look at the Figure 93 that represents the full arrival speed profile, there is a dispersion with
or without DYNCAT for the speed limit deceleration. This is because this speed restriction is directly
linked to the altitude of the aircraft which is affected by the use of the speed brakes as explained
before. As a reminder, the requirement is to be at or below 250 knots below FL100.
Setting aside this variation that is the direct reflection of the altitude one, there is a large improvement
in the approach deceleration, which is the one to the final approach speed. DYNCAT enables to get an
equal DECEL point, whereas the spread is greater than 10 nautical miles without DYNCAT. Having a
correct DECEL point is required to stabilise the aircraft for landing on the one hand, and to have a
continuous deceleration and thus, to enable some noise and fuel benefits on the other hand. It also
enables to reduce the lateral profiles spread (cf. Figure 37).
Thus, DYNCAT not only helps to reduce the vertical spread but also supports to have more predictable
speed and lateral profiles, enabling to better handle the stabilisation for landing (cf. Figure 45), and to
control the time with more accuracy. This last point is particularly important in a context of a
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permanently growing traffic in the vicinity of the airport. Indeed, enabling more predictability is a way
to maximise the throughput at the runway threshold. It also closes the virtuous circle in that it allows
more reliable information on controller intent to be available in the cockpit.

Figure 93: Arrival speed profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights

Figure 94: Arrival speed profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles
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Environmental benefits qualitative analysis
The environmental quantitative performance and benefits will be analysed in a separate report
(Deliverable D4.2 [6]) that will be available at the same time as this one, so it will not be treated in this
document which only introduces a qualitative analysis, with the main flight dynamics principles that
permit to reduce the noise and to save some fuel.
Figure 95 shows the full arrival thrust profile. From the Top of Descent to flaps extension, all flights,
with or without DYNCAT, were in Idle. The small variations observed are directly linked to the altitude
profiles variations, which are linked to the different ways of using the speed brakes to absorb the
excess of potential energy.

Figure 95: Arrival thrust profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights

From the flaps extension to 1000 feet AAL, the theoretical objective is to stay in approach idle thrust,
which is a bit higher than the descent idle thrust in order to enable faster engine reaction in a goaround. But maintaining approach idle is a big challenge and might even not be possible according to
the energy state of the aircraft at the beginning of the approach. During this deceleration, each flaps
configuration shall be extended at the best moment to avoid any engine spool-up and to be stabilised
at 1000 ft AAL, preferably not above, and definitely not below. It is the exact purpose of the DYNCAT
solution to support this continuous deceleration in order to minimise the thrust use in this complex
and very demanding flight phase.
The results (cf. Figure 95 and Figure 96) show that the switch from flight idle to approach idle thrust
setting is earlier without DYNCAT function, and that there are much more engines spool-up without
DYNCAT function, while the stabilisation at 1000 ft AAL is better achieved with DYNCAT function. This
confirms the pilots feeling (cf. Figure 52/Figure 54 for fuel and Figure 53/Figure 55 for noise) that such
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a function will bring some fuel and noise benefits by assisting the pilots in the energy management
tasks.

Figure 96: Arrival thrust profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles

By the end of the RTS week, one simulated test flight with a more aggressive tuning (cf. Figure 97) was
performed. This shows a potential to be even closer to a full idle profile from the Top Of Descent to
the destination in vertical selected mode, without any engine spool-up. One of two pilots involved this
day judged this flight as “very promising” for the future of the DYNCAT solution. He considers that the
project is on a very good track with even more potential than realised by now.

Figure 97: “Perfect” arrival speed/thrust profile with DYNCAT

The full detailed quantitative analysis related to this qualitative introduction will be presented in the
Deliverable 4.2 "Environmental Benefits Report” [6].
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4 Summary
This prototype validation report details the full process applied to validate the DYNCAT solution, from
the high-level strategy to the detailed scenarios, and the results obtained. All the validation means
used to study the solution were fully in line with the objectives to assess the concept operational and
technical feasibility, to conduct a preliminary performance assessment in terms of environment,
human performances and safety, and to evaluate the flight predictability improvements thanks to the
FMS trajectory stabilisation in selected modes. The RTS session combined with the preliminary
exercises involved a controller and 12 airline’s pilots that strongly contributed to increase the maturity
of the solution and to refine the concept. They considered the scenarios as representative enough of
approach operations at Zurich airport. The simulation bench hardware and software (input devices,
displays, accuracy of aircraft model, etc.) were also considered as sufficiently representative of the real
aircraft, and the conduction of the experiment (briefing, ATC communication, crew resource
management, etc.) sufficiently matched the real operations.
In addition, this validation phase confirmed that the solution is very well understood and appreciated
by the pilots’ community. They are confident that the DYNCAT function, when properly developed, will
help to achieve stable approaches, optimising the energy management with an improved situational
awareness. All the actions proposed by the system to optimise the trajectory in selected mode were
judged understandable and achievable, meaning that the proposed method is fully compliant with the
actual airlines’ SOPs. The FMS PRT based on the ATCO intent is very well understood and considered
as useful with all the necessary information to fly an optimised descent and manage the energy
efficiently. The full set of energy management cues (e.g. flaps/LG pseudo-waypoints, speed brakes
messages, V/S pseudo-waypoint, vertical deviation on the PFD speed scale and the OPT DTG and
margin on the ND) is stable enough and very helpful according to the pilots, even if some
improvements have been identified and will be required for an industrialisation of the solution.
On top of that, the pilots agreed to say that such a solution will help to save fuel and to reduce the
noise emissions. It has been confirmed through the Real-Time Simulation exercise for Zurich airport
that demonstrated that some generic environmental benefits can be achieved everywhere, “simply”
by generalising the good practices. However, the expected fuel and noise benefits appeared to be very
linked to the ATC data accuracy and way of working. This raises the need for an ANSP/AMAN
involvement in the next steps of the project with a representative traffic flow to confirm the concept
usability. Indeed, beyond the use case of Zurich, the problem could be opened to other terminal
airspaces to collect ATCOs feedbacks and go deeper in the analysis.
The evaluations also confirmed that DYNCAT is a good support to have more predictable altitude,
speed and lateral profiles. It enables the pilots to better handle the stabilisation for landing, supports
the safety, and it helps to control the time with more accuracy. This last point might be particularly
important in a context of permanent growth of the air traffic. Indeed, more predictability would be
helpful to maximise the throughput at the runway thresholds worldwide. It also closes the virtuous
circle in that it allows more reliable information on controller intent to be available in the cockpit.
Finally, all the achievements from this validation session will enable to finalise both the Operational
Concept Document and the System High-Level Specification. And beyond this report that provided a
qualitative analysis, an additional document (Deliverable D4.2) will detail the quantification of the
benefits that can be expected, and a final analysis will suggest recommendations and a roadmap for
Advanced Continuous Descent Operations.
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